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[Report of APCC Smile Streaming Concert]
The BRIDGE CLUB Professionals Network (BCPN), under supervision of BRIDGE CLUB International Organization (BCIO) and Asian Pacific Children’s Convention in Fukuoka (APCC), organized its first ever online streaming concert on December 26, 2020. This concert was organized to promote the APCC Smile Support Project, an online donation platform of APCC.

All performers of the concert are former APCC participants and/or APCC/BC Volunteers who are professional musicians and renowned in their countries. The profiles of the performers are listed below:
KHAYAM SANU SANDHI is a well-known independent professional song-writer, singer, and composer from Bangladesh. He was a JA in 1998 and a PA in 2009.

STEPHANIE CLARE-COVER is a passionate performer, musician, and theatre-creator; based in Melbourne, Australia. She was a JA in 2008 and a PA in 2019.

KELDEN YOEZER is popularly known as Acho Kelden, a name he got from the role in his first movie. As a talented singer and dancer, he recently performed on national television. He was a 2019 JA from Bhutan.
GAUTAM KALE is an Indian Classical Vocalist who performs in various events throughout India and in Dubai. He was a JA in 1993.

FUMIHICO MORI performs with his band at live music bars in Fukuoka throughout the year, and performed for several concerts. He was the APCC Operating Director 2009-2012.

MS. JUNG KWAK is recognized worldwide as one of classical music’s most captivating and gifted Harpist. She is the mother of our 2019 JA Jae Joon Yoon.
The APCC Smile Streaming Concert was a huge success. Watched by 1.3 K people, the organizer received a lot of positive feedback praising all artists. The former participants were able to re-live their memories of APCC; and some mentioned that they were almost in tears when they watched the "We are the BRIDGE" song. The APCC Theme song came alive with the addition of our performers' voices and instruments, with BC members' and APCC Coordinators' voices from 40 countries on the background of the chorus.

You can still enjoy watching the concert from APCC YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82adlobkss